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National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain 

‘The most uplifting orchestra in the world.’  

The Times 

 

NYO is the greatest orchestra of teenagers, with a unique and vital role to play in national 

life.  

 

NYO exists to give breakthrough experiences of orchestral music-making to teenage 

musicians and audiences of all backgrounds. Harnessing the power of peer inspiration and 

leadership, we target those with the greatest musical talent, greatest commitment, and 

greatest cultural need. We have a mission to increase the reach and impact of our work.  

 

NYO works throughout the year to deliver three strands of activity. Orchestra; this stems 

from NYO’s well-established pursuit of excellence in orchestra music from the orchestral 

recruitment and preparation process, to three residences prioritising orchestral values to 

deliver challenging and relevant repertoire in world-class concerts. NYO Inspire; our 

programme based on peer-to-peer inspiration and leadership cascading NYO brilliance and 

skills to teenagers of talent who can benefit most. NYO Open; our programme that shares 

NYO expertise and inspir1ation with other young musicians, music education professionals 

and bodies.  

 

The role of Stage Manager is to play a key role in the planning and delivery of NYO & Inspire 

residential rehearsal courses and concerts around the UK. The Stage Manager will bring 

expertise and experience to ensure that all operational, technical, and staging requirements 

relating to the orchestra’s activity are delivered effectively.  

 

    

 

‘Being in the NYO reminds you that everyone matters, wherever they’re from and 

whatever their role. We learn to put our own personal ambitions aside and work for 

the common good. It’s the most wonderful image I’ve ever witnessed of how music 

can bring out the very best in people.’ 

Georgia Hannant, NYOGB violin, age 16 



NYO Stage Manager Job Description 

The objective of the role of Stage Manager is to play a key role in the planning and delivery of NYO & 

Inspire residential rehearsal courses and concerts around the UK. The Stage Manager will bring 

expertise and experience to ensure that all operational, technical, and staging requirements relating to 

the orchestra’s activity are delivered effectively.  

 

Key relationships: Senior Producer, Producer, NYO, Producer, Inspire, Producer, Operations, 

Logistics Manager, Head of Support, Chief Executive & Artistic Director, Artists engaged by NYO 

  

On acceptance of the contract for Stage Manager services you will be responsible for the 

following tasks:  

 To assist with logistical planning of residential courses including use of space and equipment. 

 To assist with the logistical planning of concerts, including some prior administrative contact with 

venues when necessary. 

 To secure stage management team for each project as agreed with Senior Producer and arrange 

deputy cover as necessary. Line manage all ASM’s whilst on duty.   

 To produce accurate stage plans for different rehearsal and performance venues. 

 To attend site visits and planning meetings and be prepared to represent the organisation 

professionally to external contacts.  

 To contribute to Risk Assessments and Health and Safety planning of the orchestra’s activity.  

 To set the stage/performance area for course rehearsals, at concert venues and for all other 

course activity as required.  

 To plan and oversee stage moves in rehearsal and performance.  

 To liaise with players and staff regarding stage settings and work to resolve Health and Safety 

issues.  

 To load and unload NYO vehicles and manage venue get in/outs, overseeing any extra staff 

booked to assist.  

 To liaise with the NYO’s transport provider and oversee safe loading and unloading of 

instruments to and from all forms of transport.  

 To monitor use of all hired and NYO owned orchestra equipment and instruments and maintain 

accurate inventories. To alert Senior Producer to maintenance and storage issues and assist in 

resolving problems. 

 To take responsibility for security of residential course rooms and buildings as required in liaison 

with the site security and Senior Producer 

 To cue artists and players in all performances 

 To assess potential new venues with NYO management staff.  

 To be involved in the logistical planning of smaller projects, with the potential to deputise for 

Producers in working sessions.  

 

Any other duties that may reasonably be required by the Senior Producer  

 

Timeline:  

The Stage Manager will be required to attend NYO projects throughout the year. This includes 

rehearsal residencies (three annual residencies and tours up to 15 days in duration each), Inspire 



projects (4 annual residencies and tours lasting 2 - 10 days in duration each), and possibly some 

single day projects. The Stage Manager will contribute to the administrative planning of events by 

working an agreed number of days in between projects (up to c.15 over a year). This role may be 

involved in a number of unusual and varied smaller non-residential projects taking place throughout 

the year.  This is a fixed term contract running from beginning of September until end of May. 

 

The successful candidate will then be required to undertake a handover at the end of August followed 

by leading on NYO activity on 17-19 and 24 September.  The successful candidate must be available 

on these dates. 

 

Payment schedule  

The fee will be payable upon invoice no more frequently than once a month, within 14 days of receipt 

NYO of your invoices at a rate of £180 per day. Residential expenses as agreed can be claimed and 

expenses for travel from the office to meetings on administrative planning days as agreed in advance. 

 

Equal Opportunities 

The National Youth Orchestra strived to be an Equal Opportunities employer.  The aim of this policy is 

to ensure that no job applicant, employee or participant receives less favourable treatment on the 

grounds of racial origin, physical disability, class, gender, sexual orientation, age, political or religious 

belief.  Individuals will be selected, promoted and treated on the basis of their relevant merits and 

abilities.  All employees are required to comply with and actively promote this policy. 

 

Applying for the role: 

Please apply by letter with a fully updated CV and a completed equal opportunities form by midday on 

Thursday 20 July to recruitment@nyo.org.uk.  Interviews will take place in Birmingham on 30-31 July 

and 1 August 2017.  If you have any queries about the role, you are welcome to call NYO on 020 

7759 1247 or email recruitment@nyo.org.uk.  
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